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A modern keyboard with trendy colors
Its extra-thin keys ensure you a tipping comfort that has never been experienced before with a low sound level, it will enable you to work in perfect
conditions.
Designed and conceived on the same branch as Kubb, the CTRL keyboard is available in several colors (grainy paint) or in aluminium.

Connect multiple devices
To choose : Bluetooth®, USB or both ?
If you want to work in wireless mode thanks to Bluetooth® you
have to pair your keyboard with one of your peripheral devices,
it’s as simple as that !
You are… rather wired, connect your CTRL keyboard to the USB
port of your computer and this one will run on USB mode while
offering you the opportunity to pair other devices in Bluetooth®.

USE
Universal and multi-device
Windows®, Mac, Android™, iOS (iPhone and iPad), Linux or Chrome,
whatever your system is, you will be able to easily pair up to 3 peripheral
devices and switch from one device to another in order to write a report on
your computer then reply to a message on your tablet or smartphone and
this by pressing one of the dedicated keys.
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FEATURES
CTRL

TECHNICAL FEATURES
PC
USB & Bluetooth

CTRL
COLORS

MAC
USB & Bluetooth

12, Mai 68, Graphite, Alu, Fuchsia, source

CTRL 2 MAC
USB & Bluetooth
Graphite

CTRL 2 MAC
Bluetooth
Graphite

1 year*
2 years in standby mode
Battery life
*Autonomy calculation established on the basis of use in a professional environment (Uninterrupted typing time from 533 to 1600 hours)
1600 mAh rechargeable
Lithium-ion polymer battery

Battery
Dimensions

17.3 x 4.5 x 0.7 in
Wireless range up to 9 meters**
Pair up to 4 devices simultaneously

Other
**Wireless range may vary depending on environment and use
Weight

1.1 Lb

Warranty

2 years (battery included)

Packaging content

CTRL Keyboard
USB Cable for charge
User instructions

SPÉCIFICATIONS
2

Special edition backlighted for Mac

The CTRL² keyboard, a limited edition for Mac in Dark grey color, is
equipped with a flexible backlight system. You can easily turn on or
off the brightness of the keys, but also adjust the intensity of the
light to your liking.
USB

On/Off

MINI USB

Mini USB
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